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Daihatsu Adds a New Series of Attractively Priced Selection Grades to its Tanto Mini
Vehicle Line-up

Tanto X “Selection”

Tanto Custom RS “Selection”

Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. (hereinafter “Daihatsu”) has added a new series of Selection grades to its Tanto
mini vehicle line-up. The new grades will go on sale nationwide on December 23.
Following its launch in 2003, the Tanto has established a new category of extra-space mini vehicles, thanks
to the outstanding spaciousness and ease-of-use of its cabin. The first mini vehicle to be equipped with the
Miracle Open Door with built-in pillar and Power Sliding Doors on both sides of the vehicle, the Tanto is
highly regarded by customers.
The current, fourth-generation Tanto was launched in July 2019 as part one of the Daihatsu New Global
Architecture (DNGA), the company’s next-generation approach to creating cars. Developed on the theme of
“a life partner for a new age,” the Tanto is a high-quality, affordably priced vehicle that caters to the needs of
customers of all ages. The model is also equipped with the Next-Generation Smart Assist, which features a
full range of advanced safety equipment. Indeed, every aspect of the Tanto has evolved significantly, both
from a functional and performance perspective.
Now, Daihatsu has added a new series of Selection grades to the Tanto line-up, based on the Tanto X, X
Turbo, Custom X, and Custom RS. The three existing pack options—Comfortable Pack, Smart Cruise Pack
and Style Pack—are now equipped as standard according to the grade, meaning the new Selection series
grades are better value for money than previous grades.
Based on its “Light you up” approach, going forward Daihatsu will continue to provide optimal mobility to
every one of its customers, and cater to their needs via its extended range of mini vehicles and compact
cars.
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Equipment Details for the New Grades
Tanto
Name of new grade
Base grade
Pack options
(equipped as
standard to new
grades)

X “Selection”
X

X Turbo “Selection”
X Turbo

・Comfortable Pack

・Comfortable Pack
・Smart Cruise Pack

Custom X “Selection”
Custom X

Custom RS “Selection”
Custom RS

Tanto Custom
Name of new grade
Base grade
Pack options
(equipped as
standard to new
grades)

・Comfortable Pack
・Style Pack

・Comfortable Pack
・Smart Cruise Pack
・Style Pack

Overview of Pack Options
Pack option

Comfortable Pack

Smart Cruise Pack

Style Pack

Price (including
consumption tax)

2WD: 38,500 yen
4WD: 33,000 yen

X Turbo: 60,500 yen
Custom RS: 55,000 yen

26,400 yen

Content
・360-degree Super UV & IR-reducing Glass
・Stowable seat-back tables and seat-back
pockets
・Driver’s seat lifter*1
・Tilt steering*1
2WD only; equipped as standard to 4WD grades
・Seat heaters (driver’s seat and frontpassenger’s seat)
・Rear heater ducts
・Adaptive Cruise Control with all speed
tracking
・Lane Keep Control
・Dedicated Smart Cruise Display
・Steering wheel switches (for driving support)
・Driver’s seat lifter*1
・Tilt steering*1
・Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) unit
X Turbo only; equipped as standard to Custom
RS grades
・Leather-wrapped steering wheel (with
ornamental plating and silver decorations)
・Driving assist illuminations (with Eco Driving
Assist display illuminations)
・LED fog lamps
・Fog lamp garnishes (plating)
・Rear reflector garnishes (plating)
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*1

The driver’s seat lifter and tilt steering included in the Comfortable Pack and Smart Cruise Pack are available as options on grades

other than the Selection series; for this reason, they have been duplicated in the tables above.

Manufacturer’s Recommended Retail Prices (including 10 percent consumption tax)
Tanto
Grade

Engine

☆ X “Selection”

NA※2

X Turbo “Selection”

TC※3

Transmission

CVT

Drive
system
2WD
4WD
2WD
4WD

Price (in yen)
1,490,500
1,617,000
1,644,500
1,765,500

Tanto Custom
Grade

Engine

Custom X “Selection”

NA※2

☆ Custom RS “Selection”

TC※3

Transmission

CVT
※2:Naturally aspirated engine
※3:Turbo Charger
◎Prices do not include recycling costs. Prices for 2WD models differ in Hokkaido Prefecture.

Drive
system
2WD
4WD
2WD
4WD

Price (in yen)
1,721,500
1,842,500
1,853,500
1,974,500
☆: Pictured on page one

